
  

 
COCONUTVIEW CAMPING SITE 

 
1. You can camp on wooden decks, most of the decks are 

shaded and the size is 6m x 8m = 48sqm. Comfortable to 
pitch 3 medium size tents. We have 2 smaller decks 
available 5m x 5m = 25sqm – comfortable for 1 medium size 
tent. 
 

2. Every camping deck, has its private kitchenette, a basin with 
a tap and cupboards to store your groceries and own 
belongings.  
 

3. As from January 2015 NO kitchenware, 
FRIDGE/FREEZERS, stoves, kettles or 
any kind of kitchenware will be 
supplied at the camping decks, you 
must bring all your camping equipment 
with you!  
 

4. We have a “Pub and Grill” where you can enjoy light meals 
and drinks!  
 

5. The Jacuzzi is there for the use of all our guests. Please 
respect it and give everybody a chance to enjoy it! 
 

6. The communal braai facilities, next to the Jacuzzi, will be 
available to all our guests, you can use the braai area at any 
time and enjoy your own food around the camp fire. 
 



7. The jacuzzi and braai area are NOW part of the Restaurant  - 
Bar. You will not be allowed to drink your own drinks in those 
areas – Please support the Bar!!!!!!  
 

  
8. If you prefer to braai at your own deck, please bring your 

own portable braai and fire extinguisher , no open fires 
allowed on the grass or on the decks.  
 
 

9. Gas braai`s are recommended.  
 
 

10. A local worker can be arranged to assist you at your 
deck, at your own cost. 
 

11. Clean ablution, facilities  
 

 
 

**************************************** 
 

THE CHALETS 
We have 2 x 4 sleeper, selfcatering chalets. 
Equipped. 
It is has no star rating and it is not ideal for people who are 
looking for luxury holiday units, but its comfortable. 
There are no aircons fitted in the chalets, only roof fans. 
Its not walking distance from the beach and it has limited sea 
view. 
 

 
 

The Backpacker rooms 
 
3 Backpacker rooms – 2 with double beds and 1 with 2 
bunkerbeds. They are basic and have no kitchen facilities. 

 
 
 
 
No refunds will be considered for early departures!  

  


